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All uniforms can be purchased from Dennis Uniform. 
 
Monday - Thursday: Daily Uniform 
Friday: Spirit Wear 

Required Daily Uniform 
Dennis Uniform polo with Village logo - navy blue, light blue, white, gray, navy white pinstripe, navy wide stripe 
White or checkered Oxford Shirt with Village logo with or without Village tie (OPTIONAL) • Village collared polo purchased from
the campus store
Plaid or navy skirt - The skirt length should be at mid-thigh or at fingertip length with the arm fully extended down.
Khaki shorts in khaki or navy color - The short length should be at mid-thigh or at fingertip length with the arm fully extended
down.
Khaki pants in khaki or navy color or lightweight navy tech pant
Socks may be knee-high or lower
Shoes - close-toed with no heel
Blazer with Village logo (OPTIONAL)
Brown or Black Loafer Style Shoes (Sperry’s, etc.) (OPTIONAL) 

https://www.dennisuniform.com/
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Outerwear 

Any jacket with Village logo from Dennis Uniform
Outerwear sold at the Campus Store
Outerwear colors permitted are navy, light blue, gray, white,
and/or black
Village Sweatshirts - Hoods may not be worn over the head inside
any school building.
Red Boston Sweatshirts are ONLY permitted on Spirit Wear
Fridays.

Winter Coats tend to be a variety of sizes and colors. They can be
worn when students are outside, but will need to be removed when
students return indoors. 

Not Permitted at Any Time 

Blankets 
Athletic tights
Athletic shorts
Jean shorts
Thigh high socks/tights
High heels
Fishnet stockings
Hats
Crocs
Expensive accessories 

Students should not wear expensive jewelry or bring expensive purses to school. The  school is not liable for the loss or damage of
any valuables.
 
Confiscated hats, blankets, non-Village outerwear, and or non-permitted items can be picked up in the  High School Director, High
School Assistant Director, or GLL’s office. For repeat offenses, a parent must  come and pick up the item. Any inappropriate
clothing/accessories must be picked up by a parent. They will not be returned directly to the student. At the end of the semester, any
unclaimed items will be  donated. 


